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During the summer of 2021, WE-cycle, in partnership with Skyhook Solar and PBSC 
Urban Solutions, pioneered the first operational solar-powered e-bikeshare stations in 
the United States. This innovation allowed WE-cycle to power its e-bikes with 100% 
renewable energy, incorporate additional e-bikes into the fleet, and act upon our 
mission of carbon neutral transportation by keeping e-bike operations sustainable. 
Funding was provided by pilot partners including the Aspen Business Center 
Foundation, City of Aspen, CORE Electric Cooperative, and the Town of Basalt with in- 
kind support from PBSC Urban Solutions and Skyhook Solar. 

BACKGROUND + DESIGN
After a successful debut of six e-bikes in 2020, WE-cycle recognized that incorporating
more e-bikes into the fleet would enhance the local bikeshare service but that doing so
would come with significant operational and financial barriers. For WE-cycle to
promote reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, traffic mitigation, and
environmentally-friendly bikeshare infrastructure, a more sustainable e-charging
solution was necessary for the long-term feasibility of e-bike expansion. 

INTRODUCTION

After nearly a year of collaboration and 
research, the teams at WE-cycle, Skyhook 
Solar, and PBSC developed a completely 
grid-independent, solar-powered 
e-bikeshare station by adapting a standard 
PBSC e-station to be powered by a Skyhook 
Solar Station.

In the spring of 2021, two of these 
solar-powered e-stations opened to the 
public and 26 e-bikes (13 in the Aspen 
System and 13 in the Mid-Valley System) 
were recharged by the Colorado sun. 
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Magnifying the Benefits of E-Bikeshare
The solar-powered e-stations are a new, environmentally-friendly technology that, in
2021, charged the popular e-bikes in the field, allowing them to be consistently usable. 
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fleet were e-bikes.

took traveling
about

unique riders e-bike rides miles*

of WE-cycle rides
were on e-bikes.

more rides per e-bike
than per pedal bike.

of riders said they
would choose an
e-bike over a
pedal-powered
bike every time
(per the 2021 Rider
Survey).

13,667 lbs 495 lbs

Saving GHGs

The amount of carbon dioxide riders saved
during the pilot period based on WE-cycle data. 
Calculated with emissions benchmark estimates from
the North American Bikeshare & Scootershare
Association.*** 

These solar-powered e-stations offset emissions roughly equivalent to 16,000+ miles 
driven by the average passenger vehicle or equivalent to the carbon sequestered by    
8 acres of US forests in a year.**

The estimated amount of GHG
emissions that were mitigated due to
carbon dioxide savings from using
solar energy to power the e-stations
instead of grid energy.



In the future, WE-cycle will take advantage of natural rider patterns by prioritizing the
placement of solar-powered e-stations in daytime e-bike receiving locations which will
reduce WE-cycle staff’s rebalancing trips and lead to optimum solar charging. 

OBSERVATIONS
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of e-bike returns to
Aspen e-station
were by riders. 

55%
of e-bike returns to

Basalt e-station
were by riders. 

71% The central location of the Basalt
Upvalley BRT e-station most likely
accounts for the difference between the
rates of e-bikes returned by riders.

WE-cycle operators still had to rebalance e-bikes if a low-battery e-bike was
docked at a station that was not equipped for e-charging. 
If an e-bike was docked at a solar-charging e-station at the end of the day, there
were fewer hours of daylight to recharge the batteries and the solar-powered 

      e-stations would rely on internal battery storage for e-bike charging at night. 



More e-bikes will be incorporated into the system. 
E-bikes can, and will, be charged with renewable
energy provided by the combination of PBSC        
 e-stations and Skyhook Solar Stations.

As a result of this initiative's success:

Due to the highly-visible benefits and public support of
this pilot, in 2022, the Roaring Fork Transportation
Authority (RFTA), City of Aspen, and Town of Basalt are
investing in more solar-powered e-stations and 
e-bikes. The 2022 WE-cycle system will have a total of
52 e-bikes and seven solar-powered e-stations, five in
the Aspen System and two in the Mid-Valley System.
This expansion has the potential to more than double
the carbon emissions savings seen in 2021 and
continue to encourage sustainable transportation and
local collaboration. This innovation marks the
beginning of a new era in transforming e-bikeshare.

CREDITS & REFERENCES
All photos courtesy Craig Turpin of Rising Sun Photography.

Station diagram on page 2 courtesy PBSC and Skyhook Solar.
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FUTURE

  *  Estimated Distance Traveled by bicycle is calculated using the International Bike Share 
      Standard of 7.456 mi/h (12 km/h) times the total trip duration of trips greater than or 
      equal to 60 seconds yet under 2 hours. Trips over 2 hours max-out at 14.9 mi (24 km).
 **  EPA Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator
*** Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions

Gratitude to Our Pilot Partners

https://instagram.com/risingsunphotog
https://pbsc.org/
https://www.skyhooksolar.com/
https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator
https://nabsa.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Quantifying-greenhouse-gas-emissions-reduction-from-bike-shares-ystems.pdf

